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Description 

Conferring Made Easier Using Writing Toolkits 

   Many teachers struggle with making their conferences effective and meaningful.  
What do you do when faced with that immediate challege of what to focus on in a 
writing piece that has many areas that need support?  Discover the different types of 
conferences and the  tools that will help make your conferences memorable, supportive 
and efficient! 
 
 
 

Conferring Made Easier Using Writing Toolkits 
Conferring is not the icing on the cake—it is the cake! (Carl Anderson-   
author How’s It Going”)  This workshop will demonstrate the different types 
of tools teachers can create to help meet the learning needs of all students. 
The components of a Writing Toolkit is individual to each teacher.  Though 
they share many of the same qualities—no two toolkits are exactly the 
same!  Each year toolkit components grow and change as the expertise of 
the teacher grows and students’ needs change. This workshop will show 
participants the different types of tools that they can create to support their 
students’ growth in writing.  
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